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Abstract 
Many learning algorithms attempt, either explicitly or 
implicitly, to discover useful high-order features. 
When considering all possible functions that could be 
encountered, no particular type of high-order feature 
should be more useful than any other. However, this 
paper presents arguments and empirical results that 
suggest that for the learning problems typically 
encountered in practice, some high-order features may 
be more useful than others. 
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1. Introduction 
Searching for useful high-order relationships 
(relationships between two or more of the original 
input features of a learning problem) is a fundamental 
task of many learning algorithms. Typically, the 
search for useful high-order features and the types of 
high-order features learned are implicit in the 
algorithms. High-order features allow algorithms to 
more accurately and/or more efficiently model 
phenomena for which the original, first-order features 
may be insufficient. 

There are many high-order features that could be 
considered by a learning algorithm—typically far 
more than can be considered in a feasible amount of 
time. Therefore, algorithms must limit themselves to 
searching for one or a few types of high-order 
relationships. This paper explores the question of 
whether certain types of high-order relationships are 
more likely than others to be found in the data of real-
world learning problems, and by extension, whether 
certain types of relationships are more useful to 
examine than others. 

1.1. Motivation 
Learning algorithms based on the discrete Fourier 
transform of Boolean functions (functions of the form 
f: {0,1}n � {1,-1}) have been used with great success 
in the field of computational learning theory to prove 

various learnability results [1][2][3]. However, the 
potential benefit of applying Fourier-based techniques 
to real-world problems is not well studied. One real-
world application has been presented [4], but it 
requires the use of a membership oracle, limiting its 
applicability. The question of whether Fourier-based 
algorithms can effectively solve more general real-
world problems, for which oracle queries may not be 
possible, remains open. 

The study of practical Fourier-based learning 
leads to a question about the utility of Fourier 
representations. Fourier-based algorithms represent 
functions as a linear combination of Fourier basis 
functions. Let f be an arbitrary function of n Boolean 
inputs, x1 through xn. The Fourier transform of f gives 
the coefficients, )(ˆ αf , that allow f to be represented 
as a linear combination of the basis functions αχ : 
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The basis functions are defined as follows: 
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and the Fourier coefficients are computed as shown 
here: 
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Note that the Fourier transform used here, also known 
as a Walsh transform, is a simplified Fourier transform 
for functions of Boolean inputs. 

The Fourier basis functions are parity functions, 
each computing the parity (or the logical XOR) of all 
inputs xi such that �i = 1. Thus, the high-order features 
considered by Fourier-based learning algorithms are 
high-order XOR functions. The Fourier basis is 
capable of representing any Boolean function; 
however, the fact that the representation is based on 
XOR relationships suggests that a Fourier-based 
approach would be especially beneficial when useful 
high-order XOR relationships exist in the data. 
Similarly, it would seem less beneficial when such 
correlations do not exist. 

This observation begs the following question: Are 
high-order XOR relationships likely to be found in the 



data of real-world problems? And more generally, are 
some high-order relationships more likely to be found 
than others? 

This paper presents an argument that because 
feature selection is done by humans, and is therefore 
biased towards human reasoning, the high-order 
relationships that exist in real-world data will tend to 
be biased towards relationships that are indicative of 
the way humans correlate data. This hypothesis is 
tested by examining the prevalence of high-order XOR 
relationships, which are relatively non-intuitive, to 
more intuitive high-order AND and OR relationships. 
Tests on several real-world problems suggest that 
AND and OR relationships are more likely to be found 
in the data of real-world problems. 

2. Kth-Order Boolean Features 
The high-order features considered in this paper are 
patterned after the basis functions of the Fourier 
transform. Each high-order feature is a function over a 
subset of the original Boolean input features. The three 
function types considered here are conjunction (AND), 
disjunction (OR), and parity (XOR) functions. 

Let n be the number of input features of a 
particular problem, let xi be the value of the ith feature, 
and let S ⊆ {1,…,n} be the subset of features over 
which a particular Boolean function is defined. Then 
the AND, OR, and XOR functions can be defined as 
follows (note that the XOR functions defined below 
are functionally equivalent to the Fourier basis 
functions described previously, but are now defined in 
terms of the subset S): 
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The AND, OR, and XOR functions compute the 

logical AND, OR, and XOR, respectively, of the input 
features specified in S. For example, the function 
AND{1,3,4} computes the logical AND of the first, third, 
and fourth features. It is equivalent to the expression 
x1 ∧ x3 ∧ x4. The order of a function, k, is the number 
of elements in S. Thus, AND{1,3,4} is a third-order 
feature. In this paper, high-order features are defined 
as those for which k � 2. 

Given a data set with n input features, there are 2n 
possible subsets, and therefore 2n possible functions, 
for each type of relationship. One of these subsets is 
the empty set, which for each relationship type gives a 
constant function. In addition, there are n subsets 
containing only one feature. These n first-order 
functions are also equivalent for each type of 
relationship. The remaining 2n-n-1 functions are 
unique for each type of relationship, and compute all 
possible second- and higher-order AND, OR, and 
XOR relationships. 

When computing the Fourier transform of a 
function f, a negative coefficient indicates that f is 
negatively correlated with some XOR function, XORS, 
and therefore positively correlated with XNORS. 
Similarly, if f is negatively correlated with an AND or 
OR function, it is positively correlated with the 
corresponding NAND or NOR function, respectively. 
However, for simplicity, the inversion is ignored in the 
following discussion, and a strong correlation could 
refer to either a strong positive or a strong negative 
correlation. Thus, for example, an AND correlation 
could refer to either an AND or a NAND correlation. 
(The grouping of AND with NAND and OR with 
NOR is natural when patterning the AND and OR 
functions after the Fourier basis functions. However, 
by DeMorgan’s law, NANDS is equivalent to ORS’, and 
NORS is equivalent to ANDS’, where S’ signifies that 
the inputs in S are inverted. Consequently, AND could 
be logically grouped with NOR, and OR with NAND. 
However, the choice of grouping does not significantly 
alter the results presented in this paper, nor does it 
affect the conclusions.) 

3. An Argument for Intuitive High-
Order Features 

A “no free lunch” [5] argument would suggest that no 
high-order relationships will be better on average than 
any others. When considering two possible high-order 
relationships, there will be just as many functions for 
which the first is better as there will be for the second. 
However, there are reasons why some correlations 
might be more likely to be useful in practice. 

Data sets encountered in the real world are not 
randomly generated. In general, data sets are gathered 
by people who select the features that they think will 
be most useful in analyzing a particular problem. 
Because people are selecting the features, the data sets 
of real-world problems will be biased towards 
whatever reasoning humans use to select features. 
Thus, the question of whether certain high-order 
relationships are more likely to appear in data than 
others can be reposed as a question of whether the 



features selected by humans are more likely to exhibit 
some high-order relationships than others. 

A consideration of these issues leads to the 
following reasoning. It is very natural for people to 
think in terms of conjunctions (AND) and disjunctions 
(OR). These logical operators are very intuitive. 
Because people tend to think in terms of AND and 
OR, we hypothesize that humans are more likely to 
pick features that combine well in useful high-order 
AND and OR relationships than in other less intuitive 
relationships. 

The XOR relationship, although fairly intuitive 
when involving only two variables, is less intuitive 
when more variables are involved. It seems less likely 
that people will select features that exhibit useful high-
order XOR relationships. 

The generalization of these ideas would be that in 
general, high-order relationships that are intuitive and 
representative of the way people think are more likely 
to be useful features in human-biased data sets. 
Although significant testing would be required to 
verify this claim, the results of this paper provide 
some early supporting evidence. 

A final consideration is not only whether certain 
high-order features exist, but whether they are useful. 
Even if it is true that intuitive features are more useful, 
it may still be possible to find other high-order 
correlations. Although these coincidental relationships 
may exist in the data, because they do not reflect the 
bias introduced by human feature selection they may 
not generalize as well to unseen data.   

4. Comparing High-Order Features 
To test the prevalence of different high-order 
correlations, several real-world data sets were taken 
from the UCI machine learning repository [6]. As this 
work was motivated by a study of functions with 
Boolean inputs, all data sets considered either contain 
only Boolean-valued features or have had their non-
Boolean features encoded as Boolean features. 

For continuously-valued inputs, a reasonable 
threshold was chosen, and values above the threshold 
were assigned a 1, while values below the threshold 
were assigned a 0. Nominally-valued inputs were 
encoded into binary using the minimum number of 
bits required to account for each possible value. There 
was some concern that this choice of encoding might 
affect the types of high-order correlations found, but 
our testing suggested that it made little or no 
difference. If anything, encoding the original input 
variables would seem to increase the likelihood of 
non-intuitive correlations being found. 

Each data set was examined in terms of AND, 
OR, and XOR relationships. For each type of 

relationship, the most highly correlated feature was 
determined by checking how well all 2n functions (and 
their inverses) correctly classified examples in the data 
set. In addition, the accuracy of the most highly 
correlated first-order feature was computed to give 
some idea of the usefulness of the high-order features. 

Table 1 shows the results of this experiment. The 
classification accuracy of the most highly correlated 
function of each type, along with the accuracy of the 
most highly correlated first-order feature, is shown for 
each data set. The best accuracy for each data set is 
highlighted in bold. 
 

Data Set 1st ANDS ORS XORS 
Adult 80.3 82.1 81.6 81.6 
Chess 68.3 67.7 81.1 75.3 
German 71.7 71.7 73.1 71.7 
Heart 75.6 76.3 77.0 76.3 
Pima 73.6 75.4 71.1 65.9 
SPECT 66.3 79.4 87.6 70.8 
Voting 96.3 95.9 90.1 88.1 
WBC1 87.3 87.1 96.0 92.7 
WBC2 76.8 80.3 78.8 77.3 
WBC3 91.4 94.4 89.8 91.2 
 

Table 1: Best classification accuracy of any first-order or 
higher-order AND, OR, or XOR feature. For each data set, 
the best feature is highlighted in bold.  

 
For each of the ten data sets tested, the most 

highly correlated function was always either an AND 
or an OR function, supporting the idea that AND and 
OR relationships are more likely to be found in real-
world data. No XOR function was ever the most 
highly correlated high-order feature. On the other 
hand, the best XOR function was sometimes not far 
behind in accuracy, and it was not always the worst of 
the three. 

For one of the data sets, the Voting set, none of 
the high-order features were better than the best first-
order feature. However, of the three feature types, the 
best feature for that set was a high-order AND feature. 

Table 2 shows the orders of the most highly 
correlated high-order AND, OR, and XOR features. In 
several cases, multiple features of a single type were 
equally well correlated. In these cases, a range of 
orders is reported, indicating that the orders of the best 
features fell within that range. The number of features 
in each data set is shown in parentheses. 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 
Given that we had no prior reason to believe that a 
particular correlation type would be more or less 
prevalent in the data sets tested, the fact that no XOR 
relationship was ever the best individual high-order  



Data Set ANDS ORS XORS 
Adult (34) 3 2 2 
Chess (37) 2 5-6 6 
German (24) 5 4-7 2 
Heart (16)  2 2-3 2 
Pima (8) 2 2 2 
SPECT (22) 5-22 8-12 2 
Voting (16) 2 2 3 
WBC1 (36) 2 5-9 2 
WBC2 (33) 4-20 2-6 3-4 
WBC3 (30) 4 2 2 

 
Table 2: The orders of the most highly correlated AND, OR, 
or XOR features for each data set. The number of input 
features in each data set is shown in parentheses. 
 
feature is significant. These results seem to suggest 
that algorithms that implicitly or explicitly search for  
high-order AND and OR correlations will tend to be 
more successful than those based on XOR.   

An interesting observation is that although the 
best high-order features were always either AND or 
OR relationships, neither the AND nor the OR features 
were universally better. For example, the Chess data 
set exhibited strong high-order OR correlations, but 
only weak AND correlations. On the other hand, the 
Voting data set contained significantly stronger AND 
correlations than OR correlations. This suggests that 
an algorithm capable of effectively learning both types 
of correlations should be more successful over a 
broader range of learning problems. 

A potentially interesting implication of this 
research regards the importance of being able to learn 
XOR relationships. For example, the perceptron 
learning algorithm has received criticism for its 
inability to learn XOR relationships [7]. However, the 
results presented here suggest that this may not be a 
significant weakness when working with typical real-
world problems. 

Another interesting observation regards the orders 
of the best high-order features shown in Table 2. In 
general, the orders of the most useful relationships 
tended to be fairly low relative to the total number of 
input features. This observation also seems to support 
the idea that data sets are biased towards human 
reasoning, as humans are not likely to consider very 
high-order relationships. (The unusually high-order 
correlations found in the SPECT and WBC2 data sets 
are primarily a consequence of the high ratios of 
positive to negative examples found in those sets.) 

It is important to note that the results of this paper 
test individual high-order features, and not the learning 
potential of combinations of high-order features. An 
interesting test for future work will be to determine if 
the same patterns exist when combinations of high-
order features are used. For example, do combinations 

of either AND or OR features always outperform 
combinations of XOR features. Another interesting 
question is whether an algorithm that can use each 
type of high-order feature benefits from the use of 
high-order XOR features or if they tend to not be 
useful even in combination with other features.  

It may be true that high-order features that are 
more intuitive to humans are more likely to be useful 
in solving real-world learning problems. Although the 
research presented here is supportive, more research 
will be required to validate this claim. Future work 
would include testing over a broader range of learning 
problems and testing more types of correlations. For 
example, this research tested correlations of Boolean-
valued attributes on classification problems, but there 
are other correlations and problems to consider. For 
example, which high-order correlations are most 
useful when dealing with real-valued features or when 
performing regression.  

Another important area of future work will be in 
comparing the generalization capabilities of each type 
of high-order feature. Although many high-order 
relationships may exist in data, some may not 
generalize as well as others. 
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